
The bank is entirely eliminated from the blockchain cryptocurrency, namely bitcoin. 
This changes the nature of the currency considerably. 
It means that there is no longer any single organization in charge of the currency. 
And when you think about the enormous power so far a central bank has – control 
over the money supply.

For eSignature realization bitcoin uses ECDSA key pair.

A 256-bit private key - PrK. 
The private key is needed to sign a transaction and thus transfer (spend) bitcoins.

A 512-bit public key - PuK computed from the PrK - private key. 
This public key is used to verify the signature on a transaction. 
Inconveniently, the Bitcoin protocol adds a prefix of 04 to the public key. 
The public key is not revealed until a transaction is signed, unlike most systems 
where the public key is made public.
From <http://www.righto.com/2014/02/bitcoins-hard-way-using-raw-bitcoin.html> 

Bitcoin users address

The next step is to generate the Bitcoin address that is shared with others. 
Since the 512-bit public key is inconveniently large, it is hashed down to 160 bits using the 
SHA-256 and RIPEMD hash algorithms.[9]

The key is then encoded in ASCII using Bitcoin's custom Base58Check encoding.[10] yielding 
Bitcoin address.
The resulting address, such as 1KKKK6N21XKo48zWKuQKXdvSsCf95ibHFa, is the address 
people publish in order to receive bitcoins. 
Note that you cannot determine the public key or the private key from the address. If you lose 
your private key (for instance by throwing out your hard drive), 
your bitcoins are lost forever. 
Finally, the Wallet Interchange Format key (WIF) is used to add a private key to your client 
wallet software. 
This is simply a Base58Check encoding of the private key into ASCII, which is easily reversed 
to obtain the 256-bit private key.

To summarize, there are three types of keys: the private key - PrK, the public key - PuK and the
Bitcoin address the latter you see published. 
Bitcoin address is the hash of the public key, and they are represented externally in ASCII using 
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Everyone using bitcoincoin keeps a complete record of which 
bitcoins belong to which person. 
You can think of this as a shared public ledger showing all bitcoin 
transactions. 
We’ll call this ledger the block chain, since that’s what the 
complete record will be called in bitcoin, once we get to it.

A transaction is the basic operation in the Bitcoin system. 
You might expect that a transaction simply moves some bitcoins from one address to another 
address, but it's more complicated than that. 
A Bitcoin transaction moves bitcoins between one or more inputs and has several outputs. 
Each input is a transaction and address supplying bitcoins. 
Each output is an address receiving bitcoin, along with the amount of bitcoins going to that address.

1 BTC = 1 000 mBTC
1 BTC = 1 000 000 microBTC
1 BTC = 100 000 000 Sat
21MBTC = 1012 microBTC
                = 1Tril microBTC

Bitcoin address is the hash of the public key, and they are represented externally in ASCII using 
Base58Check encoding. 
The private key is the important key, since it is required to access the bitcoins and the other keys can 
be generated from it.   

10 K satoshis is for transaction fee
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10 K satoshis is for transaction fee
UTXO vs Account based Tx

If the inputs exceed the value of the outputs, 
any difference in value may be claimed as a 
transaction fee by the Bitcoin miner who 
creates the block containing that transaction. 
For example, in the illustration above, each 
transaction spends 10,000 satoshis fewer than 
it receives from its combined inputs, 
effectively paying a 
10,000 satoshi transaction fee.

A BTC transaction is a signed section of data to broadcast to the network and collected into blocks. 
It typically references prior transaction(s) and assigns specific number of bitcoins from it to one or 
more Bitcoin addresses. 
Transactions are recorded in the network in form of files called blocks. 

The first possibilitty is that you’ll arrive at the very first Bitcoin transaction, contained in the so-called 
Genesis block. 

This is a special transaction, having no inputs, but a 50 Bitcoin output. In other words, this transaction 
establishes an initial money supply.  

A genesis block is the first block of a block chain. Modern versions of Bitcoin number it as block 0, 
though very early versions counted it as block 1. The genesis block is almost always hardcoded into the 
software of the applications that utilize its block chain. It is a special case in that it does not reference a 
previous block, and for Bitcoin and almost all of its derivatives, it produces an unspendable subsidy. 

From <https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Genesis_block> 

The second possibility when you follow a chain of transactions back in time is that eventually you’ll 
arrive at a so-called coinbase transaction. 

With the exception of the Genesis block, every block of transactions in the block chain starts with a 
special coinbase transaction. This is the transaction rewarding the miner who validated that block of 
transactions. It uses a similar but not identical format to the ordinary transaction. 

An example, see here. 

You can read a little more about coinbase transactions here.

What exactly is being signed by the digital signature. The obvious thing to do is for the payer to sign the 
whole transaction (apart from the transaction hash, which, of course, must be generated later). Currently, 
this is not what is done – some pieces of the transaction are omitted. This makes some pieces of the 
transaction malleable, i.e., they can be changed later. However, this malleability does not include the 
amounts being paid out, senders and recipients, which can’t be changed later. This malleability is under 
discussion in the Bitcoin developer community, and there are efforts afoot to reduce or eliminate this 
malleability.
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Bitcoin’s Block Structure

Every block in the Bitcoin network has the exact same structure as per the 
above diagram. Each newly created block is ‘chained’ to the last added block 
of the blockchain and stores its digital fingerprint - hash. 

Magic number (4 bytes): This is an identifier for the Blockchain network. 
It has a constant value of 0xD9B4BEF9. It indicates a) Start of the block b) 
Data is from production network. 



Block size(4 bytes): Indicates how large the block is. Since the very 
beginning till as of today (Dec 2016) each block is fixed to 1 MB. However a 
proposal might soon have the consensus of the core development team (who 
can change protocol rules) and this will be increased to 2 MB. The maximum 
capacity is 2 GB so scalability factor has already been taken care of.



Version (4 bytes): Each node running the Bitcoin protocol has to 
implement the same version and it is mentioned in this field.



Previous block hash (32 bytes): This is a digital fingerprint (hash) of the 
block header of the previous (last added) block of the blockchain. 



It is calculated by taking all the fields of the header: version, nonce etc. 

The Block header is composed of the fields from Version to Nonce.
https://medium.com/all-things-ledger/decoding-the-enigma-of-bitcoin-mining-f8b2697bc4e2

https://www.blockchain.com/btc/block/0000000000000000004a8b7ad77058d1e17a843f69f305a647db7dbd198c31da

>> 2^32
ans =  4 294 967 296
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It is calculated by taking all the fields of the header: version, nonce etc. 
together and applying a cryptographic function (SHA-256) twice by 
rearranging the bytes of the individual fields (Little-endian format). 

Merkle Root (32 bytes): See above. 

Timestamp (4 bytes), Difficulty Target (4 bytes), Nonce (4 bytes). 

Transaction Counter (Variable: 1–9 bytes) : This is the count of 
transactions that are included with the block



Transaction List (Variable: Total block size is 1 MB): Stores the 
digital fingerprint - hash of all the transactions in that block. 



Each individual transaction has its own structure.
The height of the block is a count of block since the first block was created 
and genesis block (i.e the first block that was mined).

What is "difficulty"?
Difficulty is a measure of how difficult it is to find a hash below a given target. 
The Bitcoin network has a global block difficulty. 
Valid blocks must have a hash below this target. 
Mining pools also have a pool-specific share difficulty setting a lower limit for shares. 
How often does the network difficulty change?
Every 2016 blocks. 
How is difficulty stored in blocks?
Each block stores a packed representation (called "Bits") for its actual hexadecimal target. 
The target can be derived from it via a predefined formula. For example, if the packed target in the block is 0x1b0404cb (stored in little-
endian order: cb 04 04 1b).

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Difficulty

The target is a 256-bit number (extremely large) that all Bitcoin clients share. 
The SHA-256 hash of a block's header must be lower than or equal to the current target for the 
block to be accepted by the network. 
The lower the target, the more difficult it is to mine a block. 
It's important to realize that block generation is not a long, set problem (like doing a million 
hashes), but more like a lottery. 
Each hash basically gives you a random number between 0 and the maximum value of a 256-bit 
number (which is huge). 
If your hash is below the target, then you win. 
If not, you increment the nonce (completely changing the hash) and try again. 

ASIC - Application Specific Integrated Circuits for computing hashes: 1Thash/sec.

China:           order for Samsung of ASICS
China 2020: declared that they will introduce cryptocurrency controlled by the state.

Difficulty of computation: probability to mine a block ~10 min. <-- --> Network capacity.
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How anonymous is Bitcoin? Many people claim that Bitcoin can be used anonymously. 
This claim has led to the formation of marketplaces such as Silk Road (and various successors), which 
specialize in illegal goods. --> Monero: anpnymous cryptocurrency
However, the claim that Bitcoin is anonymous is a myth. The block chain is public, meaning that it’s 
possible for anyone to see every Bitcoin transaction ever. Although Bitcoin addresses aren’t immediately 
associated to real-world identities, computer scientists have done a great deal of work figuring out how to 
de-anonymize “anonymous” social networks. 
The block chain is a marvellous target for these techniques. I will be extremely surprised if the great 
majority of Bitcoin users are not identified with relatively high confidence and ease in the near future. 
The confidence won’t be high enough to achieve convictions, but will be high enough to identify likely 
targets. Furthermore, identification will be retrospective, meaning that someone who bought drugs on 
Silk Road in 2011 will still be identifiable on the basis of the block chain in, say, 2020. 
These de-anonymization techniques are well known to computer scientists, and, one presumes, therefore 
to the NSA. I would not be at all surprised if the NSA and other agencies have already de-anonymized 
many users. It is, in fact, ironic that Bitcoin is often touted as anonymous. It’s not. Bitcoin is, instead, 
perhaps the most open and transparent financial instrument the world has ever seen.
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